
branch of government (and no tax revenue), the project received
a $30,000 grant from the Regional District of Nanaimo’s
Community Works Funding to buy and outfit two used vehicles.
Operating costs (fuel, insurance, maintenance etc.) must be met
from fares, and since that leaves little for wages, all of the drivers
are volunteers, except for a part-time paid coordinator.  To keep
costs down, and help with a local disposal problem, waste
vegetable oil from on-island restaurants is being mixed with the
diesel used by both buses.    

GERTIE has two routes, one serving the west end of the
island (Whalebone, Taylor Bay, Berry Point) and the other
encircling the island along North and South Roads, passing
through Silva Bay.  Both meet at the Village and the Ferry.  There
are two “commuter runs” on each route every morning and
afternoon, and two mid-day runs on Tuesdays, Thursdays and
Saturdays.

￼Although the idea of a bus on Gabriola has been around for
many years, it had never come to fruition before.  Our success in
getting going this time can be attributed first and foremost to a
determined and persistent group of organizers, second, to huge

support from residents (in just two days last December over 700
signed a petition of support) and businesses (plus the Gabriola
Island Chamber of Commerce) and third, to great cooperation
from our RDN and Islands Trust representatives.

A key feature of GERTIE is the high degree of public input
into all aspects of the operation.  We’re continually analyzing
ridership and surveying riders.  Over the coming months we’ll be
adjusting routes and schedules to best suit the needs of a
majority of islanders, and we look forward to continued growth
in ridership.  To find out more about the amazing Gabriola bus
have a look at gertie.ca. Next time you come to Gabriola, you can
leave your car behind and take a ride on the GERTIE; we’ll meet
you at the ferry dock. 
Projects are planned or afoot  for bus services on Mayne,
Galiano and Pender Islands, let us know what’s happening on
your island.0
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Gabriola’s Gertie going gangbusters!
Steven Earle

T
he GERTIE bus (Gabriola
E n v i r o nm e n t a l l y
Responsible Trans-Isle

Express) got going in early June
and has been rolling along ever
since, with gradually increasing
ridership and huge support
from islanders and visitors alike.
GERTIE is a community-
operated bus service initiated by
a group of volunteers working
under the Island Futures
umbrella.  The primary goals are
to enhance Gabriola’s
transportation options while
reducing greenhouse gas
emissions.  Although there is no
operational support from any
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